Introducing Georgette’s Legacy: Crib Quilt Series
These whole cloth crib quilts are done in 3 passes. They are configured for a finished size of
40”x50”. Choose from 2 different outside designs, and then choose the center of your choice, or
choose a center background fill and choose your own design to put in the middle.

Instructions:
Fabric: I have used flannel, flannel backed satin, cotton, and minke all successfully. To make the quilt in the
default size you will need 1 5/8 yards of backing and front fabric.
Load the backing fabric onto the longarm. Load it such that you are pinning the selvedge edges to the take up
rollers.
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Add the three patterns you need to your project.

Turn on “View Crosshairs”

Place head & hopper foot here

Move Statler head to the
upperleft corner of the fabric
such that when the pattern sews
out the top and left edge will be
on the fabric.

Highlight “glcq pass1 w crown” and click repeat pattern. Change reference point to upperleftcorner and click OK

Move the head and
hopper foot to the lower
right corner of the
fabric.

Place head & hopper foot here

Verify on the screen that there is room to stitch the pattern.

Save the project. Now quilt out pass 1.
Roll the quilt until just the bottom edge of the first row is in the sewing area.

Measure from the end of the outside line on left to the end of the outside line on right

Click measure, measure from end of the outside line on the left to the end of the outside line on the right.
Highlight “glcq pass2 w crown” pattern, click repeat pattern. Position head at end of outside line on left.
Change the pattern width (freeze on) to what you measured or transfer in the length and then transfer the angle
into Square Up Quilt Angle.

Position head at end of outside line on left

Position head and hopper foot here

Click OK
Save the project, quilt.
Roll the quilt back so that the blank center area is accessable.
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Click measure and measure between these 2 lines.
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Measure from here to here

Highlight “glcq center princess 1”, click repeat pattern. Transfer the length into the pattern width
(freeze on), and the angle into the Square up quilt angle.

Place head and hopper foot as shown, and click OK, save, and quilt.
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Place head and hopper foot here

Congratulations, you have finished all the quilting. Take off the machine, trim and bind.
Here are some other combinations:

